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Welcome to my latest newsletter.  I hope you and your loved ones remain well and that you

are having a good 2022 so far. 

I've chosen a photograph of a lighthouse being pummelled by the waves because that is a

little how this month has made me feel!  The UK was hit by some pretty severe weather

yesterday, courtesy of Storm Eunice, which certainly livened things up a little.  And then

coupled with having to look after a very poorly young child all week, I've now tested positive

for Covid too.  Sigh.

Following a couple of not overly positive reviews on my books, I was already feeling a little

crap, so this latest news hasn't helped at all, as you can imagine.  As the saying goes, it never

rains but it pours.  But I'm looking forward to returning all bright eyed and bushy tailed very

soon, once I've shaken off the negative vibes and I stop feeling like a plague victim!

In the meantime, I'm delighted to be sharing this latest newsletter with all you lovely readers

and let you know what's been happening since we were last in contact. 

A month of extremes!
 www.fenellaashworth.com 

http://www.fenellaashworth.com/


The Canis Hall Series - Wolf Moon and Hunger Moon
More details of this new series overleaf, but this is a steamy, paranormal romance which

features wolf-shifter Benedict Canis and the lovely Grace.  It is a 12 part novella series, with

1 book being released on each of the 12 full moons during 2022.  Book 1 is Wolf Moon -

the name of the January full moon.  And Book 2, just released, is Hunger Moon.

Available from Amazon.com and Amazon.co.uk.

Our Time 
This novella, along with 'Seven Wishes' below, will form part of the 'Black Lace & Promises

- Volume 4' compilation, to be released soon.

Annie gets the shock of her life when her son's new Geography teacher turns out to be

none other than her own high school crush from twenty years ago. Despite their obvious

attraction, Annie and Jack failed to get together back then. But can this chance meeting

reignite the secret flame which still burns so strongly between them?

Available from Amazon.com and Amazon.co.uk.

Seven Wishes
Sexy racing driver Bradley Drake seems to have it all; ample money, sleek cars, public

adoration and a beautiful actress on his arm. That is until a car accident crushes his body

along with his dreams.  

In comparison, with her beaten-up old van and boringly normal life, Clara Collins is proud

to be ordinary. Exceptional at her job as a live-in nurse, it isn’t long before Clara proves

that she is unlike any other woman Brad has ever met.

On paper, they are two people who couldn’t be more different. But when exceptional

circumstances bring them together, could Brad and Clara discover what they were each

missing, within the other?

Available from Amazon.com and Amazon.co.uk.

What's recently been released?

https://amzn.to/3Jm6hkj
https://amzn.to/3mAdTpI
https://amzn.to/3AXgP61
https://amzn.to/3HgSVo9
https://amzn.to/3sSpxi7
https://amzn.to/34TbH71


Canis Hall Series

As I mentioned in my November newsletter, I decided to try my hand at a 12-part, wolf-shifter,

high-heat paranormal romance (PNR).  The Canis Hall Series is named after the lead character,

super-sexy (and a little bit filthy) wolf-shifter, Benedict Canis.  In the first book, he meets our

heroine, Grace, and plenty of naughtiness ensues thereafter.

As you know, I tend to write in my own style, so this book series is probably a little different from

a bog-standard paranormal romance.  Certainly for the first few books, Grace is unaware of

exactly how different Benedict is, compared to every other guy she's ever known.  And even

when Grace does discover the truth, she's not immediately inclined to believe Benedict's story! 

There are twelve books planned for the Canis Hall series, to be published on each of the twelve

full moons during 2022, as follows:

 January 17th – Wolf Moon

 February 16th –Hunger Moon

 March 18th –Milk Moon

 April 16th –Pink Moon

 May 16th –Flower Moon

 June 14th –Honey Moon

 July 13th –Thunder Moon

 August 12th –Grain Moon

 Sept 10th–Harvest Moon

 October 9th–Hunter’s Moon

 November 8th –Frost Moon

 December 8th–Cold Moon

And if you've ever fancied having a book dedicated to you... many of these books will be

dedicated to a reader whose book review has caught my eye!

For those readers who prefer paperbacks/large prints, books 1-3 will be bundled together and

published in March. Then books 4-6 to be published in June, and so on.



An excellent question!

As I'm sure I've mentioned before, I rely on reader feedback to decide what project to tackle

next.  The majority of that feedback is collected from Amazon ratings and reviews.

For example, 'Our Time', a recently published novella, has so far only received one 3 star rating,

which leads me to believe that I should probably take a break from publishing novellas going

forwards.  I do have one more in the pipeline, which I wrote last month, but after that, my focus

is likely to shift.

The Canis Hall series is comprised of 12 parts, and I am currently writing Book 6, so you should

anticipate the continued publication of those, one per month, for the remainder of this year.

Aside from that, I have a couple of other stories I am halfway through writing, which I think I

mentioned before: 

Four Times Moor Pleasure
A sequel to my Reverse Harem 'Three Times Moor Pleasure'.

Date 38
A new story which I've already written a good chunk of and must spend some dedicated time

upon because I'm LOVING the characters so far! 

Having said that, if you have any favourite stories, please do let me know.  And please do

consider leaving ratings or reviews on Amazon, because I do rely heavily on those, to decide

what to focus my efforts onto next.  Thank you so much! 

What's next?



To Love, Honour and...Oh Pay - Books 1 to 3

The Daniel Lawson Series - Books 1 to 7

A Very Rural Affair - A Trilogy

The Canis Hall Series - Books 1 to 12 (Book 3 out in March)

Black Lace Short Stories - Volumes 1 to 3

An Accidental Affair?

Animal Attraction

Bad Boys go to Heaven

Better Fate Than Never

Educating Daisy

Experimental Pleasures

Fictional Fantasies (The Exxxtended Version)

Highland Games

I Put a Spell on You

Just Another Winter's Tale

Management Skills

One Hot Wynter's Night

Patients is a Virtue

Right Hand Man

Three Times Moor Pleasure

Time for a Quick One? A compilation of shorter erotic stories

Virtually Lovers

My list of Amazon-published books includes:

How many have you read?


